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<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

Capt. Brinn
::on bridge::

LtJG. Pang
::just signed off as fit for duty by Dr. Grey::

LtJG. Quchant
::running power diags to try and increase power to scanning array::

Rich
THE AT STARES AT A HEAP OF LIFELESS BODIES ON THE SPACE STATION

Cmdr. Guglaron
@standing on Space Station, looking at Bodies::

Doc. Shultz
@::::on station feeling very nervous :::

Villaina Trump II
::pacing her cell, whipping her tail back and forth::

Lt. Peters
@::Stood motionless after witnessing the terrible sight of the ss cargo bay::

Lt. Lenor
@::trying not to scream::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  I'll need you to help fill in for the AT.  Can you handle scanning for other ships?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Dr Shultz, please examine those bodies, look for survivors

LtJG. Pang
:: makes way towards TL aiming for the bridge::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Lenor, you ok, please help the Dr

Lt. Peters
@All:  My God, what on Earth went on here

Lt. Varek
@::scans area visually and with tricorder for any signs of life::

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Quchant:: Yes?

Doc. Shultz
:::::uses tricorder to confirm the death of all the member s of the @pile :::

Lt. Lenor
@::begins scanning area::

Lt. Varek
@Peters: Probably nothing from EArth, Lt\

LtJG. Pang
{Deck}

Lt. Lenor
XO: yes sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters/Varek: Try and find out what happened here, use the systems computers

Villaina Trump II
:::feeling rather felinishly wicked, stuffs a roll of TP in the john:::

Capt. Brinn
::stands and paces, waiting for word::

LtJG. Pang
::stands at entrance to bridge:: CO: Permission to resume duty Sir?

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#} Seleya from XO

Lt. Peters
@::Looks at Varek::You're not trying to develop a sense of humour Varek

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: Yes Sir , I am afraid we are just too late

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Make it so.

Lt. Peters
@Gug:   Yes sir.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...incoming hail from XO

LtJG. Pang
::nods, smiles and walks over to TAC console::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Establish communications with the AT, I want to know what is happening down there.

Villaina Trump II
::smiles at her genius, and flushes::

LtJG. Pang
::relieves Ensign Wirrup::

Lt. Lenor
@::goes over to the bodies.... begins scanning::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Lets get to the control room and use the systems up there

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, XO is on now..

Lt. Varek
@XO: Sir, it is possible there was an illness that struck here and the bodies were quarantined in a central location. Though that would have given them time to report as the illness spread

LtJG. Pang
CO: Aye Sir::  opens channel ...

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  Report...

Doc. Shultz
@:::uses Tricorder to exclude any virii or bacteria as agents of the deaths :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@CO; AT landed ok, we have found the crew, all appeared dead

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: understood, can you investigate it please?

Lt. Varek
@::heads off to computer terminal to access station records::

LtJG. Pang
::monitors the channel for strength ... is prepared to reinforce if necessary::

Capt. Brinn
#Gug:  Indeed....  Any indication of what caused this?

LtJG. Pang
::rechecks the rest of the console::

Lt. Peters
@::Follows Varek to computer stations

LtJG. Quchant
::increases scanning power of upper sensor array by 2%::

Lt. Varek
@::trys to access computers from terminal::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@CO: Not yet sir, the Dr. is examining the bodies, Lt's Peters and Varek are examining the ships computers and files

LtJG. Pang
::grins across at Quchant::

Villaina Trump II
:::lays back on her bunk streching sensously, grinning at her handiwork::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir..I have got another 2% out of the sensors

Lt. Lenor
@::walks over to the Doc..:: Doc look a what I found....

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  On second thought, I think Quchant and I can handle things here...

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: acknowledged.

Lt. Peters
@::Notices all power appears offline::

Doc. Shultz
@:::notes the loss of lipids and electrolytes in corpses :::

LtJG. Pang
CO: Aye Sir .... ::checks weapons::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  I'm still curious about our guest in the brig.  Maybe you should have a chat....

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks ov er to Shultz and Lenor::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Let's try and get primary power back online first

LtJG. Pang
::scans the station for practice::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Any signs of other vessels in the vicinity?

Lt. Lenor
@Doc: There seems to be some residul traces of what would be a transporter beam

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Schultz: Any idea yet?

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: These bodies have been drained of fats and electrolytes

Lt. Peters
Gug:  The power's down.  We need to go to the engineering section

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Not as yet, Sir...I will keep checking on a multi-spectrum bi-latteral pattern

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinks yuk::

Lt. Varek
@peters: good thought, Lt.

Doc. Shultz
@Lenor : Really ?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters, fine, keep an open channel, take Varek with you

LtJG. Pang
::hands back the console to a relief:: CO: On my way Sir ...

LtJG. Quchant
::reconfigures Sensors::

LtJG. Quchant
::rescans::

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Pang::

Lt. Peters
Gug:  Aye sir.

LtJG. Pang
::exits bridge heading for the brig - nervous about the prisoner::

LtJG. Quchant
::picks up faint sign...::

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: Also they are all missing theri brains 

Lt. Lenor
@Doc: yes sir.... ::shows Doc info on tricorder::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Let's go Varek.  It's this way I beleive

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, a faint plasma trail leading away from the station

Capt. Brinn
:;waits, pacing the bridge::

Lt. Varek
@::heads with Peters, keeping eyes and ears open to any threat or signs of what transpired here

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Lenor: can you tell me any more from what Dr. has found out?

LtJG. Pang
{deck}  ::Takes TL to Security::

Doc. Shultz
@:::looks at tricorder :::

Villaina Trump II
::laying on her bunk, her tail swishing lightly::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Can you identify the signature?

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#}Selyea from XO

LtJG. Pang
::greets Ensign Frumpy on watch::

Lt. Peters
@::Glad TL's have an independant power supply::

Lt. Lenor
@XO: it is possible that what the Doc said is missing was beamed out of their bodies.

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  Yes... report.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Not as yet sir...signature coming up as unknown in the Federation database

LtJG. Pang
Frumpy:  How is our prisoner?

Lt. Peters
@::Takes TL to engineering section with Lt Varek::

Capt. Brinn
::raises eyebrow:: Unknown?

Lt. Varek
@Peters: How long should it take to activate main power?

Doc. Shultz
@:::shows the readings from the medical tricoder to Lenor :::

LtJG. Pang
<Frumpy> Seems quiet enough ... seems to be asleep right now ....

LtJG. Quchant
CO: All I can seem to identify is that it used plasma

Cmdr. Guglaron
@CO:  the bodies have had their fluids and brains withdrawn from their bodies, Varek/Peters have gone to Eng. and further examination is still under way

Lt. Varek
@::steps out of TL first, to make sure all is safe

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Depends.  I'll have a better idea when we get to engineering.

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Keep searching for more information.  There has to be more out there...

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Aye Sir

LtJG. Pang
::looks into the cell:: Has the prisoner sufficient to eat?

Lt. Lenor
@::looks at the Doc's medical tricorder::

Villaina Trump II
::turns her eyes on Pang, hisses::

Lt. Peters
@::Following behind the Vulcan::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Dr. Schultz: do you think we can beam these bdoies to the Seleya?

Lt. Varek
@::looks around engineering:: Peters: looks safe enough, let's get this started

Capt. Brinn
#Gug:  Acknowledged.  Quchant has located a faint plasma trace...  Unknown to Federation database.

LtJG. Pang
::nervous, but gets grip on self:: 

Lt. Peters
@::Notices two station members dead across the engineering consoles::

LtJG. Pang
::smiles at the prisoner:: I hope I did not hurt you ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::appears interesting:: CO: noted Sir

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: Yes but i would recommend we place them in stasis for obvious reasons 

Villaina Trump II
:::Jumps from the bunk and starts pacing her cell, ranting about her lost crew::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:Look two bdies over there

LtJG. Quchant
::focuses scan, tries to figure it out::

Lt. Varek
@Peters: You get to work on the power, I will see to the bodies

Villaina Trump II
Pang: No more than they did....

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Shultz: Understood, an excellent idea, if your happy to proceed, then arrange it with the Seleya please

Lt. Peters
@Varek: Ok, be careful

Lt. Lenor
@::continues to scan to verify information::

LtJG. Pang
::turns on universal translator:: Trump:  Can you tell me about it?

Lt. Varek
@::heads over to bodies cautiously, examining tricorder readings as he walks::

Doc. Shultz
@Gug : Aye Sir 

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  This seems very strange, a station of lifeless bodies, and only a faint trace....

Lt. Peters
@::Walks up to engineering console::

LtJG. Quchant
::makes note to run AT thru full decon routine when they get back:

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:looks at Lenor and smiles::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes sir...

Doc. Shultz
@# Sickbay : Come in 

LtJG. Pang
Trump:: Is there anything we can do to make you more comfortable?

Lt. Peters
@::Brings console online.  Funny there seems to be no damage::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  And no sign of the Malawi in the vicinity...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Lenor: Are you feeling well Lt.?

LtJG. Quchant
::notices something strange::..

Lt. Varek
@*XO*: Sir, We have arrived in engineering and should have power reactivated shortly

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::notices ships systems come on line::

LtJG. Pang
::notices Trump does not appear to want to speak::

Doc. Shultz
#<sickbay > Doc: We read you 

Lt. Lenor
@XO: Sir?  I am fine..... 

Lt. Peters
@::Pulls up last engineering log on the terminal::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir..I ...er..I have picked up a signal bouncing off the station...it could be the Malawi

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: Recieved, keep up the good work and let me know what you've fopund please?

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Excellent.  Let's pin that down.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Lenor: you looked abit pale earlier

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  How goes things with our guest?

LtJG. Quchant
::traces signal path from station::

Doc. Shultz
@# Sickbay : Placing tag # 87b on a pile of bodies for transport ...transfer to stasis please 

LtJG. Pang
#CO:  She appears distressed Sir ....

Doc. Shultz
{Transproter}

Lt. Varek
@*XO*: There are additional bodies here, one male one female. BOth seem to have suffered from the same fate as the rest of the crew

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  Anything further?

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  Does she seem violent?  Do you need medical there?

Lt. Peters
{#}Gug:  I've just looked at the last engineering log.  It's a bit garbbled but it says "taking all primary power offline.  It might be our only hope".

LtJG. Pang
*CO: but physically in good shape ....

Lt. Lenor
@XO: didn't expect this..... took me by surprise.... that is all... I am as fine as a person can be when they come across this much death

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: They are transported Sir 

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Find the villans who killed my crew

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: Any progress?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: okay, we are transporting the others to a stasis area in SB, can you arrabge for these to be dealt with the same way

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  What ship and what crew .... if there is something we can do to help, we will ...?

Lt. Peters
@#Gug:  I don't really want to reactivate until we know what was there last hope.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: recieved

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  Good.  Get what information, but I don't what you or the prisoner injured...

Lt. Lenor
@XO: I can tell you this much about what happened.  Whoever or whatever did this knew exactly what they wanted.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: can you download logs for examination on the Seleay

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Shultz: received, well done

Lt. Varek
@*XO*: Aye, sir. 

LtJG. Pang
::sits down - less threatening,  but does not relax her guard::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Race not seen before by me. Evil, evil. Kill many of my people. I know not what happened to my crew.
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<Ensign Travis> CO: Sir, I have picked up a faint distress call that has been bounced off a deep space beacon........could be the Malawi....

Lt. Peters
@#Gug:  I can do that without primary power.  NO problem.

Lt. Varek
@::Arranges for two bodies to be beamed to the Seleaya ::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters, proceed

Villaina Trump II
::still warily watching Pang::

Capt. Brinn
Travis:  acknowledged.  How close is the ship?

Lt. Peters
@::Plugs in portable engineering pack and starts download of stations computer core::

LtJG. Pang
Trump: How many people ..... what ship?   If you give me details of the killers, I may be able to help identify them ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@AT Memebers: It is quite c;lear no life signs exist here, we have recovered the bodies and once Peters recovers the Logs, we'll beam back to the Seleya

Lt. Peters
@#Gug:  Download will take 6 minutes

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: okay, do it please

Doc. Shultz
@::::Searches for an small clue as to what occurred here :::

Lt. Varek
@::wonders what could be responsible for this massacre.::

Lt. Peters
@#Gug:  Working now

Lt. Peters
@::Looks up from pack and looks at the M/A reactor::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:: How long ago were your crew killed?
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<Ens Travis> ::looks at Quchant::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Can you get clearer readings on the location of the ship?

Lt. Varek
@::heads over to assist LT. Peters::

LtJG. Quchant
::traces signal path off of station::

Lt. Lenor
@::continues with scans.. trying to get as much info as she can::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Dont know they be dead...blew up ship to get away.

Doc. Shultz
@::::notes some evidence of struggles in the station :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Schultz/ Lenor: good work with those bodies,m that must have not been nice

Lt. Peters
@::Strange to see the big reactor fully offline::

LtJG. Pang
Trump ... what did the killers look like .... ?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Doing so now Sir

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: The traces indicate that it may be the Malawi.  Distance?

Villaina Trump II
Pang: They remain in the shadows, my people call them the D'Vor

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  Our database may be able to identify them ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@#Peters: how you doing Zee?

Lt. Lenor
@XO: Death is never nice

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: We are trying also to colect data on anything which may give us a clue as to what occurred here

Lt. Varek
@Peters: Download should be complete in 2 minutes, correct?

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  Report status.

Lt. Peters
@Gug/Varek:  Two more minutes should do it.

LtJG. Pang
Trump: DVor .... hmmmm I have heard that somewhere before ... not sure when though ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Lenor/Dr Schultz, I understand, stand by, we'll be beaming back soon

Capt. Brinn
::paces, waiting for input::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Never see them. 

Doc. Shultz
@Gug: Yes Sir 

Cmdr. Guglaron
@#Peters/Varek: Once the data is collected, retrun to AT for beam out

LtJG. Pang
Ensign Frumpy:  Can you run the word DVor through the Security database ....

Lt. Peters
@::Wonders why the station had to kill primary power completely.  It will take at least two days to reactivate the core from cold.

Lt. Varek
@*XO*: Should someone remain behind to monitor the station itself or do you prefer we all return to the Seleya, sir?

LtJG. Pang
Trump : You mean that they were sort of cloaked?

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Evil...Evil ::hisses::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Distance....several light years...the signal is still very very faint

Capt. Brinn
<Frumpy>  Pang:  doing so now...

Lt. Peters
@#Gug:  Acknowledged::Looks at Varek::

Lt. Lenor
@Doc: I find it interesting that there is just somethings missing from their bodies... why just these things?  I wonder...

LtJG. Pang
Frumpy: Thanks ....

Villaina Trump II
Pang: They remain in shadows...never see...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@#Varek: In the circumstances, I think we should all return and examine what happened on safer ground

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Ah, so not immediately accesible; we couldn't tractor it in.

Lt. Peters
@::Download completes::Varek:  Ok that's it lets go.

Villaina Trump II
::tail whipping back and forth::

Doc. Shultz
@Lenor : Maybe they are excersise freaks and wanted to make gatorade ... I don't know

Lt. Varek
@#XO: understood sir

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  I think I need to inform our Captain ... these killers could endanger others ....

Capt. Brinn
<Frumpy> Pang:  The word does not appear in the database.

Lt. Varek
@Peters: after you, Lt. ::motions to the TL::

LtJG. Pang
Frumpy: Thanks ... we tried ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::trying to imagine the awful unecessary death the crew must have suffered::

Lt. Peters
@::Picks up eng. pack and heads for TL::Varek:  You're such a gentleman ::Smiles::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: ::nods::

Capt. Brinn
#XO:  Status?  What's going on down there?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::waiting for Peters and Varek to return::

Lt. Varek
@::raises an eyebrow at Peters::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: No sir...the tractor is not an option at the moment

LtJG. Pang
*CO* The prisoner tells me that her ship and crew were destroyed by something she calls DVor ... we have no trace of that name

Lt. Peters
@TL:Cargo bay {deck}

Lt. Varek
@::enters TL and heads to meet AT::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@~CO: we are nearly finished, stand by to beam the AT back on my command sir

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  the question was rhetorical ::smiles::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: You not find them...they find you. No cloak, they hide and pounce.

Lt. Lenor
@::looks at Doc.. listens to response and walks away::

Lt. Varek
@::arrives on TL, exits with Peters::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Supervise the beaming of the AT aboard.  

Doc. Shultz
@:::Also wonders why they took those things from the crew of the station ::::

Lt. Peters
@::Arrives back at the cargo bay, the sight is no easier to take this time

Lt. Varek
@::heads to join AT, entering the cargo bay::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Scultz/ Lenor: Both the other two are returning, join me please, be ready for beam out

LtJG. Pang
*CO* They appear to be invisible .... they quote hide and pounce ... and the prisoner believs them to be totally evil ...

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  Do you recommend the return of any of the bodies?

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  OK, lets get out of here

Lt. Lenor
@XO: yes sir

Doc. Shultz
@:::joins the XO::::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@AT: are you ready for beam out?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes sir

Lt. Lenor
@::finishes up scan and joins others::

Capt. Brinn
#Pang: As soon as the AT is back aboard, I'll be there and we'll explore this.

Lt. Varek
@;; joins the AT for beamout::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  But why did you run away from us ... we are not DVor?

Lt. Lenor
@XO: yes sir

Lt. Peters
@::Thinks about more senseless waste of life::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@{#} Selaye: Five to beam up

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
@::stands ready for beamout

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  I want some of those bodies beamed to sickbay as well for analysis.

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Not know who you be...never seen D'Vor.

Lt. Peters
@::Stands waiting for matter stream to take hold::

Doc. Shultz
@:::::ready for beamout ::::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Initiate transport.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@{#} Selaye: Five to beam up

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  Recommend the bodies are beamed to a quarantined area

LtJG. Quchant
::Beams AT back::{Transporter}

LtJG. Pang
Trump: our Captain will want to talk to you about the DVor ... if they are this evil we may need to chase them down ... one way or another ...
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THE AT MATERIALISES IN TRANSPORTER ROOM

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: please get on that data

Lt. Peters
::Back on the Seleya::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: You not find...

Lt. Lenor
::arrives on ship::

LtJG. Quchant
::beams bodies to sickbay isolation:: {transporter}

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::back on ship::

Doc. Shultz
:::Leaves the transport platform headed for the Sickbay area :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Dr. I'll leave you to examine those bodies, good work everyone

Lt. Peters
Gug:  Yes sir.  Request Lt Lenor helps.

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  In the meantime, is there anything you require to make you more comfortable?

Lt. Lenor
::is relieved to be back::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::heads to sickbay::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek?Lenor: can you also assist in analysing the data

Lt. Varek
XO: I will be returning to the bridge, sir. Unless you need me elsewhere

Doc. Shultz
::::Reaches Sickbay and heads to the head :::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  You have the bridge until such time as Guglaron or Varek arives...

LtJG. Quchant
{#}Lenor: I have increased the upper sensor pallet thru-put by 2%

Villaina Trump II
Pang: No...

Lt. Varek
XO: certainly sir. I will assist Lt. Lenor

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes Sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: fone, well done

Doc. Shultz
:::retches :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::enters sickbay::

Lt. Peters
Lenor/Varek:  Suggest we do this in engineering.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: liase with Peters on that request

Doc. Shultz
:::Comes out of the head and sees Doc Praxton :::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  I am sure Starfleet has the resources to chase these killers down ....

Lt. Lenor
#Quchant: acknowledged

Cmdr. Guglaron
::returns to Bridge::

Capt. Brinn
#Guglaron:  I'm headed to the brig to meet our guest; I'd like you to report to the bridge and Varek to join me in the brig.

Villaina Trump II
Pang: I tell you, they hide..

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to Shultz:: Shultz: are you alright?

Lt. Varek
Peters: agreed, we can analyze the ship data there

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Peters:: That is fine with me

LtJG. Pang
Trump: even if they cannot be seen ....::hopes she is right::

Capt. Brinn
::stands and moves to the TL::

Lt. Peters
::Heads off for engineering with Varek and Lenor::

Cmdr. Guglaron
#CO: understood Sir, Varek is assisting Peters with the data analysis though

Doc. Shultz
Doc : I have a number of bodies in stasis ....all of the lipids and electrolytes have been drained and the brainsd removed

Capt. Brinn
::reconsiders::

Lt. Peters
::Enters TL::TL: Deck 36 {deck}

LtJG. Pang
*CO*  I feel it important that we try to identify the DVor ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
::enters TL 34 {deck}

LtJG. Quchant
::wonders if the CO is going to let him have the bridge after all::

Villaina Trump II
::swishes tail and hisses at the name::

Doc. Shultz
DOc : These were the crew of the station 

Lt. Lenor
::enters TL with Peters::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods to Shultz:: I'll want to preform an autospsy as soon as posible

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  Sorry ... I did not mean to upset you further ....

Lt. Peters
::Arrives in engineering with Varek and Lenor::

Lt. Varek
::enters engineering with Lenor and Peters::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::eneters the Bridge, nods at all assembled::

Capt. Brinn
#XO:  Better that Varek handle the data analysis.  Pang can assist me.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sits in CO chair:: Quchant: report please

Lt. Lenor
::arrives Engineersing::

Doc. Shultz
Doc: I will assist if you want ...not a pleasant task is it ? I recommend sterile gear though

Lt. Varek
Peters: Lets get a look at what we could download from the station core first

Villaina Trump II
::wraps her tail around Pangs wrist:: ::purrs:: you could make me feel better..... ::smiles::

Lt. Peters
Varek/Lenor:  Ok first things first.  Lets download the logs into a secure area of our core.

Cmdr. Guglaron
#CO: understood Sir, I'll send her down

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir..we have picked up a faint distress call from what could be the Malawi

Capt. Brinn
:;arrives in the brig to find Pang and Trump::

Lt. Lenor
Varek/Peters- great idea  ::grins::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to stasis, turns and agrees with sterile gear::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::turns to Pang::  Pang: Can you go to the Brigg, jopin the CO there

Villaina Trump II
::tries to run her tail on Pang::

Doc. Shultz
::::walks with the Codtor and helps her to sterile gear :::

LtJG. Pang
::stands at attention:: CO:  the prisoner has information on a killer race ...

Lt. Peters
::Plugs eng. pack into eng. console::Computer:  Download station logs into secure are 5-6-1 Alpha.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: plot a course to that location, Warp 6 please

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at the bodies, and sighs::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  What's going on?

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Yes sir...::plots course::

Capt. Brinn
::studies Trump::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Couse laid in and on the board

Lt. Peters
<Computer>:  Download under way.

Capt. Brinn
Yes, I understand you mentioned the name D'Vor?

LtJG. Quchant
<Course>

Doc. Shultz
:::Gets into sterile gear also :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: engage

Villaina Trump II
::grins at the Captain:: ::purrs:: Even betterrrrr

Lt. Varek
::assissts in review of logs from station, reading them at high speed. Skimming for signs of what went wrong::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::turns and looks at Shultz:: Shultz: do you think you are up to this?

LtJG. Pang
CO: apparently a thing or things called the DVor wiped out her crew ... they quote hide and pounce to kill ...

LtJG. Quchant
::hits the big red go button:: {warp}

Cmdr. Guglaron
::holds chair, waiting for warp drive::

Villaina Trump II
Brinn: ::frowns:: V\Evil D'Vor

Doc. Shultz
Doc : We have to be don't you think ?

Lt. Peters
::Wishes he could read as fast as Varek::

Capt. Brinn
::hmmmm::

Lt. Lenor
::begins looking at info as it becomes available::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sly smile on his face, thinks he is going to like this::
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Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods to Shultz, and goes off to get into gear::

Capt. Brinn
Trump:  Tell me more of what you know of the D'Vor....

Lt. Varek
::searching quickly::

LtJG. Quchant
::has this strange image of himself standing on the saucer section surfing the ship::

LtJG. Pang
::whispering to Brinn:  CO: but I am not sure that I trust her ... I advise we do not enter the cell ...

Doc. Shultz
:::takes a number of deep breaths :::

Capt. Brinn
Trump:  You've said they are evil...

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to console and looks at latest entry::

Lt. Lenor
::hopes that she can find something that will help them understand what happened::

Capt. Brinn
Pang: wise advice <g>

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::comes back and see the pain in Shultz's eyes::

Villaina Trump II
Brinn: Hide kill, do evil things to my people

Doc. Shultz
:::Calls Nurse Hannah over to assist :::

Capt. Brinn
Trump:  

LtJG. Quchant
::makes note to try holodeck surfing program::

Capt. Brinn
What form do they take?  What do they look like?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: what was this trail we have found?

Lt. Varek
Peters/Lenor: it seems everything was functioning normally until all command  controls ceased suddenly

Villaina Trump II
Brinn: Not know. Never see. They....secretive

LtJG. Quchant
XO: A faint plasma trail and also a faint distress signal emmanating from the same co-ordinates

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::prepares for autposy::

Doc. Shultz
Doc: Shall we begin ?

Lt. Varek
::following that thought, tries to isolate what the problem was::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods:: Shultz: yes

Lt. Peters
Varek:  Agreed, but why did they shut down the station?

Villaina Trump II
Brinn: Not know they there until too late

Capt. Brinn
::moves closer, studying Villaina's eyes:: Can you tell us anything more about them?

LtJG. Pang
CO:  The prisoner says she stowed away believing we might also be DVor .... I find that hard to believe ...

Doc. Shultz
:::takes first corpse and places on a disection table :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::Shultz and Praxton begin::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thnks to himself.. unusual, a plasma trail and a cry for help... were they running?::

Lt. Lenor
::really wishes she could read as fast as Varek...::

Lt. Varek
Computer: Isolate the command to shutdown the stations main power and access logs immediately prior and subsequent to the order

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Indeed.  If she fears them so, why hide on their ship?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: do you think that whoever left that trail and put that call out, might have been running from.. er something?

LtJG. Quchant
::continues to analyse plasma trail::

Lt. Peters
Varek:  Good idea.

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Just thinking the same thing myself sir

Villaina Trump II
Pang: No...I not think you D'Vor.. I not know who you be

LtJG. Quchant
XO: I am analysing the plasma now

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  It would appear there is more to learn, but I'll leave that to you....  Keep me posted?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Quchant and smiles,:: Good work Lt.

LtJG. Pang
CO:  And she joined us from Starbase ..... could have been one of the saboteurs there?

Lt. Lenor
Varek: I found something.... look here

Villaina Trump II
Brinn: D'vor have...evil ship

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sits in CO chair::

Lt. Varek
::reading logs of Chief Engineer just prior to shutdown of main power::

LtJG. Pang
CO: Aye Sir ....

Lt. Peters
::Looks at where Lenor is pointing::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::Quchant: what is our ETA?

Lt. Varek
::looks at Lenor and what she has found::

Lt. Lenor
Varek: See there was a massive power surge right before the power shut down.... but it was from and external source

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Eta 5 minutes

Lt. Peters
Lenor:  what is it Deela?

Doc. Shultz
:::Notes that some residual traces of electrolytes remain ...not enough to allow the person to survive but enough to indicate they were drained quickly :::

Capt. Brinn
Trump:  I understand; I go now to try and find them, or understandt how to find them...

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: thank you

Lt. Varek
::interesting....::

Villaina Trump II
Brinn: They will find you...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::bile starts to rise in her mouth::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir...as we get closer the signal is naturally getting stronger...

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#} CO: we will be arriving at the source of the distress call in 5 minutes sir

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  See to our guest's comfort...  ::exits with a glance back::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: I am getting a better idea of what it is

LtJG. Pang
::hairs rising on back of neck .... do not trust the prisoner::

Capt. Brinn
#XO: On my way....

Doc. Shultz
Doc: Do you see this ?? :::Indicates results of scan :::

Lt. Peters
Varek/Lenor:  It appears as if the station was connected to a ship.  Possibly supplying it with power.

Lt. Varek
Lenor: That is interesting. Are there any sensor readings that account for external vessels or distrubances prior to that?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: received, maintain speed and course, activate full sensor sweep please

Villaina Trump II
Pang: You could make me mooore comfortable... ::smiles::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at scan:: Shultz: what do you make of that?

Capt. Brinn
::enters TL and sets destination to bridge::

LtJG. Pang
CO: Aye Sir  Trump:  Is there nothing more you can tell us about these killers .... we need more information before we can track them down ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
#CO: recieved sir

Doc. Shultz
Doc : I think they were drained by some living organism

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir...full sensor sweep already activated..needed it to pick the plasma trail up to begin with

LtJG. Pang
::smiles at Trump:: I have orders not to enter your room Trump ...

Lt. Peters
::Looks at the last engineering logs::

Capt. Brinn
::arrives on bridge, moving to CO seat::  Guglaron:  Update.

Villaina Trump II
Pang: They steal people....attack from distance

Cmdr. Guglaron
::shrugs shoulders and smiles at Quchant::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  steal people?   suddenly a person is not there?

Doc. Shultz
Doc : If they had been drained by a machione the results would not be so .....uneven 

Lt. Varek
Computer: locate and identify intership communications between the Station and any docked vessel

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
 I see notice that the bodies have been drained with extreme surgical/medical precision.......far superior to Federation technology

Cmdr. Guglaron
{#} Peters: report please

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir, I am getting a stronger signal...and a resonance scan of a warp core...it is the Malawi sir!!!

Lt. Lenor
::toself::  Supplying it with power.... hmmmm ::begins looking at info again::

LtJG. Pang
Trump: or do you mean they take their souls?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: slow to impulse please, standard approach

Capt. Brinn
::arrives and takes the bridge:: All: Status update ASAP.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::wonders, thinks for a moment::

Lt. Peters
{#}Gug:We are analysing the logs now.  Preliminary investigation suggest there was a ship docked at the station.

LtJG. Quchant
::slows to impulse::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: No...they steal people
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LtJG. Pang
Trump:  How then did youescape?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir..we have the Malawi on screen

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: we are slowing to imulse on appraoch to Milawa, station are all on line

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Readings from the ship?

Lt. Varek
::continues searching through logs and trying to find any record of communication between the station and the "docked" ship::

Capt. Brinn
Lifesigns?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Do you want me to try and access the bridge sensors...getting a picture of the bridge?

Lt. Lenor
Varek/Peters:  Something about this has been bothering me... why were almost all the bodies in the cargo bay?

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at CO:::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Blew up ship, used escape pod to get away before they got to me....

Lt. Varek
Perhaps they were being prepared for transport or evacuation into space?

Lt. Peters
Lenor:  That is strange.  Maybe they cut life support to the rest of the station.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: No lifesigns Sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Sir, may I suggest red alert, this looks familiar

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  First I'd like to know if there is life aboard before we access their computers.

LtJG. Pang
Trump: And how did you know they were on your ship?

Capt. Brinn
Ah, finally.

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Then try to access their systems.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::Shultz and Praxton finish the task at hand:: Shultz: would you run the rest of these tests and let me know what you find?  I'll finish up here.

LtJG. Quchant
::access Malawi command code...patches into the Malawi bridge viewer::

Lt. Lenor
::toself:: or maybe that is were 'they' dumped the bodies after taking what they wanted....?

Villaina Trump II
Pang: ::hisses and growls:: They were stealing my crew!

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Sir, may I suggest red alert, this looks familiar


Doc. Shultz
Doc : Surely Doctor :::Smiles :::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  but not you?  That is strange ....

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  On screen when you have it.

Lt. Varek
Peters/Lenor: There is no record of people being moved there by station personnel

Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to Science Station::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods, noticing he doesn't look to well::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...Malawi bridge on screen...::notices sensor::...OH MY...

Doc. Shultz
:::::moves second body to a disection table :::

Capt. Brinn
#Varek:  Progress report?

Villaina Trump II
Pang: I got to escape pod beofre they got to me..not know why they missed me

Capt. Brinn
::studies the screen::

LtJG. Pang
::does not believe Trump ... but carries on anyway::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::opens full scan of Milawa

Lt. Peters
Varek/Lenor:  Maybe the internal sensors detected something.

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...incoming ship.....Sensors report it is twice our size!!!!!
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LtJG. Pang
Trump:  did you see your people disappear?

Cmdr. Guglaron
{ALERT}

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Shultz: Thank you.

Capt. Brinn
All: Red Alert!!!

Lt. Lenor
Peters: maybe... ::begins looking::

Lt. Varek
#CO: Sir, there was a vessel docked with the station, receiving power apparently. We have not yet identified the reason for...

Villaina Trump II
::sees lights start to flash::

Cmdr. Guglaron
#ALL STATION: red alert

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::hears Red Alert klaxon::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  scan the ship, it's status?

Lt. Varek
::notes red alert::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: They come they come!!!

LtJG. Pang
**Security** All personnel to red alert stations

LtJG. Quchant
::switches view to the external sensors::...
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Doc. Shultz
:::glad of the suits oxygen supply as it helps him keep his stumach down :::

Lt. Peters
::Heres alert::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Signature...unknown sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
#Varek: to the Bridge please

Lt. Peters
Varek/Lenor:  Lets finish this later

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  As you say .... I must report ....

Doc. Shultz
Doc: I had best get to my station 

Cmdr. Guglaron
#Pang; to the Bridge please

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  It's weapons' status?

Lt. Varek
Peters/lenor: Find out what happened there. I am headed for the bridge

LtJG. Pang
**CO** The prisoner says the DVOR come .... 

Cmdr. Guglaron
::hurries to TAC::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Shultz: Yes, you may go

Villaina Trump II
Pang: Let me out!!

Lt. Lenor
::hears alert:: Varek: yes sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
::raises shields and plays in defensive posture

Lt. Varek
::heads for TL and bridge:: #CO: Aye, sir. On my way

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir..they have iniated a transport to the Malawi

LtJG. Pang
**CO** could the ship be the killers?

Lt. Peters
Lenor/Varek:  suggest we leave this until later.  Lets get to our stations

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  Acknowledged...  We're ascertaining now. 

Cmdr. Guglaron
::obtains phaser lock::

Villaina Trump II
::scratches wildly at the cell walls::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I have weapons lock

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#XO: is my presence needed on the bridge?

Lt. Varek
Peters: There may be something of value in the records to assist us against any threat. I recommend you keep looking Lenor

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Can we get the Malawi into our shields before they get there?

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  No .... I cannot do that ... but you should be safe here behind the forcefield ...

Doc. Shultz
:::::moves from disectionarea and " Scrubs down quickly ...then shed suit and leaves sickbay for the Damage Control Station :::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: No Sir...transport in progress

Lt. Lenor
Varek: yes Sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: no thank you Dr., you might be needed more in SB, thanks

Lt. Varek
::TL seems to take forever. growing impatient as the adrenaline rush comes::

Capt. Brinn
XO:  Hold fire, but I want to try and establish comm

Lt. Peters
Varek:  Agreed.  But lets continue on the bridge.  Just in case.

LtJG. Pang
Trump: Do not panic ..... we have great resources ....

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Hail the vessel.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#XO: Aye, standing by

Lt. Varek
::arrives at bridge:: {door}

LtJG. Quchant
::opens hail to the Large Ship::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: understood, just for information, I don't like this though

Doc. Shultz
:::arrives at Damage control #2 by Engineering :::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: No!! They find here!! Field not stop!

Lt. Lenor
::heads to bridge to finish work::

Lt. Varek
::steps out on bridge and heads for tactical::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Hailing Frequencies Open, Sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees Varek arrive on Bridge::

Lt. Peters
Lenor:  Lets finishes this upstairs
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Lt. Peters
::Enters TL with Lenor::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::hansd TAC over to Varek

LtJG. Quchant
::gulps::

Capt. Brinn
#Vessel:  I am Capt Brinn of the Federation; please respond.

Lt. Peters
TL:  Main bridge {deck}

LtJG. Pang
Trump:: we are hundreds on the Seleya .... they will not come straight here ....

Lt. Varek
::steps to tactical and scans controls, reviewing tactical sensor readings of the alien vessel::

Capt. Brinn
::awaits response::

Villaina Trump II
::growling madly, trying to get out::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek:: shields raised, we have phaser lock, do not fire until told, we are trying to communicate first

Lt. Lenor
::wishing TL was faster::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: All die!! You not stop!!

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::puts body in stasis once more, and removes suit, takes a quick shower::

LtJG. Pang
::decides to re-check the force field ::
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Lt. Varek
XO: understood, sir

LtJG. Quchant
::check, rechecks and double re-checks shield strength::

Lt. Peters
::Arrives at bridge and heads straight for science one::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands by CO side::

Lt. Lenor
::walks with Peters::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  They will get me before they do you .... please calm down ....

Capt. Brinn
<DVor>  Hardly likely.  What is your purpose here?

Lt. Lenor
::notices view screen::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Peters:: Peters: can any of your data helps us here

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::returns to sickbay, makes sure all systems are ready for any contingecy:;

Lt. Peters
Computer:  display the space stations internal sensor logs
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Villaina Trump II
Pang: All die! Let me out!!

Lt. Peters
::Tries to focus on task at hand and ignores viewscreen::

Lt. Varek
::scanning alien vessel, looking for vital areas and evaluating defensive and offensive capabilities::

Capt. Brinn
<DVor> The Malawi is a Federation vessel; exit it immediately.

LtJG. Quchant
::starts to randomly change shield frequencies::

Lt. Varek
CO: They are powering weapons, sir

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO:: it is vclear their intention is hostile, I suggest we show them we mean business

Lt. Peters
::Scanning internal sensor logs::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:  NO .... but I will stay with you and protect you to the limit ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
:: moves to XO PADD::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Take appropriate measures.  I want to avoid a fight if we can.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::studies reports received so far on the corpse::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Comm channel cut by the D'Vor

Villaina Trump II
Pang: ::laughs:: You not stop by standing there

Lt. Lenor
::begins looking over logs she had been looking at in Engineering::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::scans D'Vor ship::

LtJG. Pang
*CO* the prisoner is demanding to be let free .....

Capt. Brinn
::turns back to screen::

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  No.

Lt. Peters
::Finds evidence of incoming transporter beam::Lenor: look.

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: their are heavily armed by weapons I have not seen before
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Cmdr. Guglaron
::braces::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::feels ship rock::

Capt. Brinn
::rocks with the impact::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek:: return fire

LtJG. Quchant
::rocks in seat as shield take impact::

Villaina Trump II
Pang: You not know what they do!!

LtJG. Pang
::clutches Frumpy for support::

Lt. Varek
::braces and returns fire. Full phaser sweep::

Capt. Brinn
Fine, that's how they want it...

Doc. Shultz
:::feels Ship rock :::

Lt. Peters
::feels ship sway as IDF fails to compensate::

Lt. Varek
{phaser}

Capt. Brinn
Tac:  Return fire.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::falls off chair, gets back up::

Villaina Trump II
::knocked to floor::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sheilds at 90%

Cmdr. Guglaron
{phasers}

Capt. Brinn
All stations: damage report...

LtJG. Pang
Trump:: we are engaging them now I believe ....

Lt. Lenor
::almost falls..... holds onto console::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: good, but let's get the power back up.

Doc. Shultz
:::Starting to treat casualties ::::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: lay in flight pattern Alpha Omega 3

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#CO: No damage to sickbay

Lt. Varek
::checking weapons and shields status::

Villaina Trump II
::lets out a howl:: MMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEERRRRRRRROOOOOOOOWWWWWWWWW!!

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Yes sir...::does that::
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Capt. Brinn
#SB, acknowledged.

Lt. Peters
::Checks engineering console::
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<BRIG sorry !>

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees Bridge systems fluctuate::

Lt. Varek
::sees that the brig force fields have dropped::

LtJG. Quchant
::struggles with power systems::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: can you stop that drain/fluctuation?

Lt. Varek
CO: Sir, we have lost our force field generators in the area of the brig
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LtJG. Pang
::sees the forcefield fluctuate .... sets phaser to stun and keeps Trump covered ....

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, permission to implement emergency power protocols

Villaina Trump II
::sees the forcefield is down, dashes out::

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Back us off at the same rate.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: back us away from that ship

Lt. Peters
CO:  They are attempting to connect some kind of beam to the engineering section

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes Sir
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Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Do so.

Lt. Varek
CO: recommend we retreat to safe distance immediately

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks around sickbay picking up items that have fallen, watches as the first injuries come in::

LtJG. Pang
Trump:: I will fire .... get back here

LtJG. Quchant
::backs ship away::

Lt. Peters
Gug:  On it

Lt. Varek
CO: incoming torpedoes

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Return fire.

Capt. Brinn
Helm: Evasive maneuvers...

Lt. Varek
{torpedoes}

Doc. Shultz
:::Feels ship rock some more :::

Lt. Lenor
::continues to look at log to see if there is anything that she can find to help them now::

Lt. Peters
CO:  They are attempting to connect some kind of beam to the engineering section

LtJG. Pang
#Varek  Security Alert ... the prisoner has escaped ....

Lt. Varek
{torpedos}

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
:;starts to treat those with minor injuries::

Capt. Brinn
<Helm> ::implements evasive maneuvers::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: full pwoer to shields
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LtJG. Quchant
<Computer>: Iniate Quchant Power Management Program Alpha 4 7 3

Capt. Brinn
#Peters: acknowledged

Villaina Trump II
::dashes down hallway:: must get away....

Lt. Varek
::returns fire, concentrating to one location::
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Lt. Peters
Gug:  Aye aye.  ::Increases power to shields::

LtJG. Pang
::falls as ship rocks - gets up and chases Trump ...::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: how are the shields holding?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Shields and Weopons boosted Sir

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Move us to a safe distance.

Capt. Brinn
Quchant: Good job.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::calles for those cross trained in medical emergency triage to report to sickbay on the double::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Shields now read 114%

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Peters::  Well we know who killed those people now.... now if we can keep it from happening to us

Cmdr. Guglaron
Qhuchant/Varek: fire at will

Doc. Shultz
::::treating more serious cases now and leaving the lighter casualties to the medics :::

LtJG. Pang
#CO:: the prisoner has escaped ... and is loose

Lt. Peters
Lenor:  You said it.

Lt. Varek
*SHIP*: All personnel, there is a prisoner loose on deck 12. Security personnel to intercept

Capt. Brinn
#Pang:  Find her, and contain her, NOW...

Lt. Varek
{torpedo

Villaina Trump II
::hops on a TL::

Lt. Peters
To self:  But why.

LtJG. Quchant
::runs evavise manuvers::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::takes the most serious cases::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::scans ship::

LtJG. Pang
~CO: am chasing ... need assistance

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: we are not doing abnything to that ship

Villaina Trump II
::TL does not move, climbs out the top::
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Lt. Varek
::runs automated attack firing pattern Delta::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::opens up decks 5 & 6 for emergency medical treatment areas::

Capt. Brinn
Bridge:  I think we need to get some thinking room here....  Back off to a safe distance...

Villaina Trump II
::climbs and climbs and climbs::

Cmdr. Guglaron
#Pang: reived, am despatching sceurity deatil

Lt. Peters
CO:  Sheids have failed.  there's nothing I can do

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir...heck...Sheilds have failed

Doc. Shultz
#Doc: I am sending you a few we dont have the needed machinery to deal with Tag 98D

Lt. Varek
CO: They are preparing to board us, sir. We need to retreat now
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